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Roaches In The Attic 0 
Non-Retrieval 

Created By Raymond Towers 
 

An adventure for the Chaos Rift Role-Playing Game! 
 
Creative Commons License Attribution - Non-Commercial - No Derivatives (CC BY-

NC-ND) - This PDF article is licensed as ‘copy and share.’ You may share this article freely as 
long as you do not change it in any way or use it commercially. 

 
*** This adventure is still in testing mode at present and details are subject to change. *** 
 
The RITA0 adventure is based on the military and science fiction novella Roaches In The 

Attic 0 - Non-Retrieval, written by myself. Find out more about this novella by visiting my 
author’s website at Raymond Towers Dot Com, or by looking me up on Smashwords. Below is 
the novella’s official description. The adventure contains a MEDIUM amount of controversial 
content. 

 
For rookie Spaceman Harold Douglas, the mission sounded simple enough. Take the squad 

of Space Marines out, discover why the outpost had gone offline, and bring them back home in 
one piece. That was before the transport suddenly vanished, stranding them all on an alien 
planet. Now, they are fighting for their lives against the greatest threat humanity has ever seen. 

 
##### 
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Roaches 
 
Like a plague they descended, dropping into the midst of the unprepared and frightened 

soldiers as dozens of bouncing, pummeling cannonballs. Plasma fire whines across the 
battlefield as skittish fingers pump on smoothly gliding triggers, hitting the alien creatures’ hard 
shells and deflecting the lethal beams in all directions, including back among our own troops. 
Howls of pain erupt from the mouths of mortally wounded men, only slightly eclipsed by the 
orders from their commanding officers. 

Through it all, the balled-up insects roll toward where the concentration of soldiers is at its 
thickest. Then, displaying an uncanny and unnerving sense of synchronicity, the tumbling balls 
halt all at once and begin to unfurl. Their trademark clicking commences, a combination of 
sharp screeches and disconcerting snaps that causes involuntary winces and fuels an instinct of 
panic in some of the young Marines. This noise, of course, serves to briefly stun the troops, as 
half a dozen jet-black limbs telescope from the rising monstrous bodies. Their two thick and 
thorny legs lift them to nearly an equal height as the men. Two pairs of arms simultaneously 
uncurl and clasp together, as if the creature were uttering some dark prayer. For a brief 
moment, a split second, it seems as if nothing is happening, until the first shockwaves hit. 

Death comes quickly to the innermost circle of gawking and gaping spectators, as invisible 
beams of intense heat immediately incinerate or explode their bodies. The after-effects of the 
assaults consume a second row of the tightly grouped soldiers, bursting their hair and clothes 
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into flames, and melting their hard plastic weapons in their grips. A high percentage of the 
frontline infantry, whether through panic or injury, or even simple confusion, is rendered 
ineffective… 

 
(Partial notes recovered during the aftermath of the War on Betelren Six, Space Corps 

Outpost 02-27. The author’s identity is not known. The date is Tuesday, January 20, 2060. This 
is the date of first contact.) 

 
##### 

 
Section 1 - Non-Retrieval 

 
1. Basic Set-Up 
 
Before starting this adventure, be sure to read through the Chaos Rift Role-Playing Game 

rulebook to become familiar with the game mechanics. You will need basic playing materials 
such as 3x5 index cards, graph paper for your maps, a calculator, a writing utensil, markers to 
keep track of personnel or teams and at least 1 six-sided dice (1d6). Keep this rulebook handy in 
the case you need to reference anything. You will also need the following documents for this 
specific adventure: 

 
* RITA0 Characters And Equipment 
* RITA0 Discovery And Danger Chart 
* Chaos Rift RPG Miscellaneous Charts 
 
SOLO, MULTI CO-OP, GAME MASTER - Read through the entire primary adventure 

before starting. There are occasions when teams split up and the action is taking place at two 
separate locations simultaneously, necessitating a small amount of pre-planning and the 
recalculation of attributes. 

 
MULTI RIVALS - Separate scenarios for players going head to head against each other will 

be found after the primary adventure. 
 
This game is designed to move at a fast pace with a lot of storytelling and combat. Are you 

ready to go?  Gear up, Space Marine! 
 
2. Creating Adventure Maps 
 
On the next page is a simple label and grid visual reference to help you create a map for the 

RITA0 adventure. This specific map is based on the early to middle parts of the story. Draw this 
map out on a sheet of graph paper or use any game maps you already have that show a grid or 
hexagonal pattern on them. 

 
Each movement space represents 1,000 yards or meters. 
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GAME MASTER - Your map does not have to be exactly the same as the sample shown. 
For a longer game, you could add more spaces between locations, or physical obstacles that 
could slow Pace, such as heavy forest, rocky terrain or sloping hills. 

 

 
 
Zones to the southeast, heading toward the Outpost, could be dangerous places. This is 

because the Roaches expect the Space Marines to march that way. Zones leading away from the 
outpost are much safer. 

 
To find out which zones are dangerous, characters have to actually step into them. Use the 

following chart every time a squad enters a new space. 
 
Roll 1D6. 
Dice - Result 
1 - 1 - Go to the Discover And Danger Chart. 
2 - 6 - This space is clear of danger. 
 
For a tougher game, use this chart. 
Roll 1 dice. 
Dice - Result 
1 - 2 - Go to the Discover And Danger Chart 
3 - 6 - This space is clear of danger. 
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In this adventure, the Space Marines will never reach the Outpost by marching through the 
forest, but they will have a good chance of running into opposition. 

 

 
 
Above is a visual reference to the climax location of the RITA0 Adventure. This is the area 

where the captive Space Exploration Team and the Outpost is found. Due to its specificity, this 
map should be created close to the design of the sample. 

 
Each movement space represents 100 yards or meters. 
 
Space Marines have the best cover when they are on spaces marked Hill. Spitfire rifles have 

an effective range of up to 3 movement spaces on this map. 
 
Roaches can appear from anywhere along the western and southern edges of the map, 

except for spaces marked as Forest. Roaches have an effective firing range of 2 movement 
spaces. 

 
3. The Mission 
 
Earth’s Space Corps has developed the Pulse Link System to travel to the far reaches of 

space. The Link System uses a planet’s electromagnetic fields to compress space, creating a very 
small wormhole that allows Unilink Transports to move between planets and star systems. The 
procedure is trying on the transports, and so several way stations, or Links, have been established 
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to replenish the needed energy for the transports to hop from one location to the next. A transport 
is compressed and pushed through on the departure end, works in accordance with quantum 
dynamic principles, and is pulled out from the destination end. The Unilink Transports must 
replenish their energy reserves and convert them into usable fuel after every use, unless they only 
travel a short distance on-planet. 

 
When traveling between worlds, 50 to 75% of the transport’s energy reserve is used. When 

traveling on-planet, each jump uses 25% of the energy reserve. The transport cannot Pulse out if 
the energy reserve falls under 50%. The duration of 1 round is needed to fully refill the 
transport’s energy reserve. 

 
The Space Exploration Team, or Ex-Team, is a group of scientists that surveys new worlds 

in the Goldilocks Zone, or worlds that are habitable for human life. Recently, the Ex-Team has 
discovered and named the planet Lesenia. This planet has been surveyed by Explorer Drones that 
have catalogued many of the natural flora and fauna found there. Finding the planet well suited 
for humans, the Ex-Team has sent three Unilink Transports to study Lesenia up close. 

 
Currently, 30 people are on Lesenia: 3 Spacemen, 6 military escorts and 21 scientists and 

assistants, along with their camping gear, research equipment, some weaponry and 1 Pulse 
Generator that converts electromagnetic fields into energy the transports can use. 

 
Unfortunately, the research outpost has not communicated with Space Corps in a day and a 

half. Since there are no known threats, and because the Roach menace has not been seen in this 
section of space, Space Corps is sending only a single squad of Space Marines to investigate. 

 
4. Choose Your Characters 
 
Staff Sergeant James Renquist has been assigned to lead the squad of Space Marines. His 

mission is to find out why the Ex-Team has not contacted Space Corps on schedule. Spacemen 
Royce Tennard and Harold Douglas will be transporting the team to Lesenia. From the RITA0 
Characters And Equipment document, choose which Space Marines will accompany Renquist. 
You can choose as many human characters as you’d like. 

 
SOLO - For solo players, choose your squad. The game’s AI will control the opposition. 
 
MULTI CO-OP - Players can choose their squads by alternating choosing one character at a 

time. The game’s AI will control the opposition. 
 
GAME MASTER - If a Game Master is present, that person can read the instructions aloud 

and control the opposition. 
 
Turn order moves clockwise. You can choose turn order by rolling dice, with the highest 

number going first. Alternately, players can do the Space Corps push-up challenge, where the 
player who can do the most push-ups in one minute goes first. 
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Write down the attributes for your squad. Also, add up the attributes and divide them by the 
number of characters in your squad to give you Team Attribute averages. Whenever characters 
are added to or removed from the squad, or when characters become Fatigued or Wounded such 
as after a battle, Team totals must be recalculated. 

 
Most likely, Space Marines will not run out of ammunition for their Spitfire rifles. They 

could run out of flash grenades, however. Determine if Space Marines will carry 1 flash grenade 
(for a more difficult game) or 2 flash grenades (for a normal game). Or, you can leave it up to 
chance and the first player or the Game Master can roll a dice. Odd equals 1 flash grenade per 
Space Marine. Even equals 2 flash grenades. 

 
Space Marines will always use their Spitfire rifles in Combat 3: Firing Weapons. It is rare 

for a Space Marine to engage in hand to hand or melee weapon combat. 
 
Flash grenades have area of effect phosphorescent and shrapnel damage of up to 5 points 

within 1 movement space. They will instantly incinerate or melt combustible material located at 
the point of detonation. 

 
Players must determine ahead of time if Battle Damage will be random or evenly distributed 

among their characters. 
 
Be sure to keep track of military first aid kits and know their limitations. 
 
Space Marines can take first aid kits, plasma cartridges and flash grenades from fallen 

companions, if they can be safely recovered. 
 
5. Arrival On Lesenia 
 
“Just listen to those turkeys. They actually think we’re going to see some action on this trip. 

We go halfway across the universe to an outpost in butt-fuck Egypt, only to find that some relay 
burned out or that they need to realign their satellites one more time.” - Tennard 

 
Senior Spaceman Royce Tennard commands Unilink Space Transport 126. Sitting next to 

him is Junior Spacemen Harold Douglas, who is fresh out of flight school. They are traveling on 
space-ways rated Low Risk on the Pulse wormhole system. Behind them in the passenger and 
cargo area sit a squad of Space Marines led by the infamous Staff Sergeant James Renquist. 

 
The first couple of Pulse jumps are routine. The final jump to Lesenia, however, abruptly 

turns into chaos as the transport’s computers go haywire. Tennard and Douglas frantically try to 
control their jump through space. They and their passengers are battered as the transport bucks 
and rears like a wild bronco. Finally, the transport arrives on planet Lesenia. 

 
Passengers on the transport take damage from the violent ride. Roll 1D6 to find out how 

much damage. Distribute the damage among the passengers. An alternative option is to keep to 
the original story. In that case, Private Finn receives a fatal concussion after crashing into the 
hard metal wall of the ship. No other passengers are hurt. 
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The transport is low on power. As Tennard tries to locate the Pulse generator on Lesenia, to 

draw more power to the transport, Renquist orders the Space Marines outside. Using their GPS 
Trackers, they learn that they’ve arrived fifty miles northeast of the outpost. Communications on 
the transport are affected, prompting Douglas to step outside, to the luggage bays where extra 
equipment is kept. He pulls out a case of Long Reach Radio parts (LRRs) to construct a radio 
that can access the satellites orbiting above Lesenia. He can use the LRR to relay a message to 
the outpost. 

 
Before Douglas can construct the radio, an Emergency Pulse surrounds the transport, taking 

it and Spaceman Tennard away. Spooked, Renquist orders the Space Marines to carry Private 
Finn or any other deceased characters. This lowers Team Pace by 1 level, from Fast to Average, 
or from Average to Slow. Also, Douglas discovers he doesn’t have enough good radio parts to 
construct a fully functional LRR. He can, however, build a radio that will transmit for a few 
seconds before its powerful battery melts through its core and burns it. 

 
MULTI CO-OP, GAME MASTER - In an alternate reality, Tennard jumped out of the 

transport before it was whisked away. Depending on how many players are in the game, Tennard 
and Douglas can be placed on different squads. This action doubles the chances of having a pilot 
capable of transporting the Space Marines away from Lesenia. In another alternate reality, 
Private Finn did not die during travel and can be part of any squad. 

 
Recalculate Team Pace to account for any critically wounded (1 -2 Health points remaining) 

or dead characters (0 Health points). Average Team Defense will drop by 1 point due to the deep 
blue Spaceman uniforms that Tennard and Douglas wear. The Space Marines wear fatigues that 
match the color of the forest around them. 

 
“All right, jarheads, you’ve got the word. Let’s get this show on the road!” - Renquist 
 
6. Journey Through Lesenia 
 
Fast Teams can move 2 spaces at a time. Average Teams can move 1 or 2 spaces, depending 

on the results of a dice roll, where Odd is 1 space and Even is 2 spaces. Slow Teams can only 
move 1 space at a time. 

 
Through a GPS Tracker, a Space Marine with higher than average Intelligence (4 points or 

above) finds a clearing 2 spaces away. At this clearing, and if deceased, Private Finn is buried in 
the earth and his body is incinerated by a flash grenade. Reduce the team’s flash grenades by 1. 

 
Finn’s clothing is given to Spaceman Douglas. Douglas also gets Finn’s helmet, backpack 

and Spitfire rifle. Team Defense can rise to its average level if Douglas is wearing camouflage 
gear. If Private Finn is not deceased, Douglas remains in his blue uniform and Team Defense 
will still be reduced by 1 point. If any other characters are deceased, they can also be buried here. 

 
If Spaceman Tennard is present, he will always wear his blue Spaceman uniform and 

continue to reduce Team Defense by 1 point. Tennard will refuse to carry a Spitfire rifle. 
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Note: If Spacemen Tennard and Douglas are on separate squads, and they wear their blue 

uniforms, they reduce each squad’s Team Defense by 1. If Tennard and Douglas are on the same 
squad, Team Defense can be reduced by 1 (normal game) or 2 (harder game). 

 
It is imperative that Spacemen are kept alive because they can fly Unilink transports, 

replenish their energy reserves, and have proper authorization to use specialized Space Corps 
communications equipment such as satellites. 

 
A Space Marine with higher than average Intelligence (4 - 6) discovers a higher elevation 

range of hills where an emergency message can be aimed toward the Space Corps satellite. 
Renquist sends a small team in that direction to send the message, contrary to the direction the 
outpost is. The remainder of the Space Marines will continue southwest toward the outpost. 

 
Intelligence rating of 4 or higher is required for constructing an LRR radio. 
 
Calculate Team Attributes for the squad on the secondary mission, if necessary. 
 
MULTI CO-OP, GAME MASTER - One team can head off to send the message, while the 

other continues toward the outpost. Discovering what happened to the outpost is the primary 
mission. 

 
7. Message Hill 
 
* This side mission takes place simultaneously with the Traveling To The Southeast 

primary mission. 
 
The squad travels to an area of higher elevation to send a message to the Space Corps 

satellite. They pass through a grove of vegetation shaped like giant, 5-foot pineapples, scaled and 
colored gray, with 2 to 3 foot purple leaves. Mysteriously, the members of the squad feel better 
after having brushed through the vegetation. 

 
“Well, we came out here to send a radio message, so let’s do that. Then we can get the hell 

out of here before any other weird shit happens.” - Knotts 
 
Any Wounded characters increase their Health by 1 point. Recalculate Team Attributes if 

necessary. 
 
A character with above average Intelligence (4 - 6) builds an LRR radio from damaged and 

used parts. He attempts to transmit a message to the Space Corps satellite, which should be 
orbiting in the heavens nearby. 

 
Refer to Team Intelligence. Teams with High Intelligence (level 5 - 6) transmit the message 

in 1 turn. Teams with Average Intelligence (level 3 - 4) roll 1 dice. An Odd result will get the 
message through in 2 turns. An Even result gets the message through on 1 turn. Teams with Low 
Intelligence (level 1 - 2) take 2 turns to send the message. 
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The message is Code: Non-Retrieval. This means that Space Corps is warned not to send 

any reinforcements to planet Lesenia. The Danger level on this planet is assumed to be High. No 
other personnel should be risked until further information is known. 

 
Once the message is transmitted, the LRR radio begins to smolder and the squad prepares to 

rejoin the others. Before they walk away, Unilink Transport 126 appears only meters away from 
the spot the message was transmitted. The transport’s hatch is wide open, against regulations and 
alerting the squad. Suddenly, Roaches in rolled up form begin popping out of the transport. They 
land meters away from the squad, instantly standing and preparing to fire heat blasts. 

 
The number of Roaches is equal to the number of characters in the squad. Roll 1 dice to 

learn what type of Roaches they are. A roll of 1 is the worst; they are tough Battle Roaches. A 
roll of 2 - 5 means they are Specialists. A roll of 6 classifies the Roaches as lowly Workers. 
Calculate Team Attributes for the Roaches. 

 
Combat begins. If the Roaches have the Initiative, they are standing when they fire and can 

be fired on in return. If the squad has the Initiative, the Roaches could be either standing on their 
hind legs or running on all six. Damage by the squad is reduced by 50%. After the first combat 
round, the following takes place: 

 
The smoldering radio explodes, splashing the area with burning, radioactive battery acid. 

Battle Roaches will continue to fight despite the explosion. Specialists will retreat inside the 
transport and reemerge in the next round. Workers will flee into the forest and not return. The 
squad and the Roaches receive acid damage. Roll 1 dice for each and apply that damage to Team 
Health for both sides. If Team Health is critical at 0 - 1, that side retreats right away. 

 
The squad falls back into the grove of giant pineapples. Damage against the squad is 

reduced by 50% now that they are behind cover. Damage to Battle Roaches is not affected. 
Damage to Specialists is reduced by 50% when they are inside the transport. Combat continues 
for 2 more rounds. 

 
At that point, plasma fire accidentally strikes the reactor engines behind the transport. The 

engines begin to sizzle and sputter as if they might explode. Any remaining Roaches will retreat 
into the forest and not return. The transport does not explode and is Pulsed away, presumably 
retrieved by the Pulse Generator at the outpost. 

 
Once again, accidentally touching or rubbing against the large pineapples benefits the 

characters in the squad. First distribute Combat damage among the characters to discover who 
was Wounded. Add 1 Health point to every Wounded character due to the mysterious healing. 
There is no Fatigue factor to worry about at this time. Recalculate Team Attributes. 

 
Unless a character is critically Wounded (range 0 - 1), the squad double-times it (Fast Pace) 

back to rejoin the main squad. For any Deceased characters, a flash grenade can be used to 
incinerate their remains, preventing Roaches from finding and eating the bodies. Characters who 
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are critically wounded (1 - 2 Health) at Message Hill must be carried and will reduce Pace to 
Average. The priority now is to rejoin the squad. 

 
8. Traveling To The Southwest 
 
* This mission takes place simultaneously with the Message Hill secondary mission. 
 
“Roach rot. Usually, the stink builds up the closer we get to them. This smells like we’re 

about to step right into one of their freaking nests.” - Rubalcava 
 
The primary squad moves southwest and closer to the outpost. They know they have a long 

way to go. Whenever the squad lands on a new movement space, use the following chart. 
 
Roll 1D6. 
Dice - Result 
1 - 1 - Go to the Discover And Danger Chart. 
2 - 6 - This space is clear of danger. 
 
For a tougher game, use this chart. 
Roll 1 dice. 
Dice - Result 
1 - 2 - Go to the Discover And Danger Chart 
3 - 6 - This space is clear of danger. 
 
If combat occurs, once it is over distribute damage points and recalculate Team Attributes. 

When done, march southwest. 
 
9. Ambushed 
 
“We are in deep shit, my friend. That’s got to be at least a hundred fucking Roaches out 

there. Get ready to fire.” - Rubalcava 
 
As soon as the secondary squad successfully transmits the message at Message Hill, the 

primary squad walks into an ambush. This is a field of dark grass that is as high as their thighs. 
Abruptly, a large number of Roaches stands up from this grass and fire heat blasts. Consult 
Danger And Discovery Chart 2 to identify the number of Roaches, and DOUBLE that number. 
Calculate Team Attributes for the Roaches. 

 
Any character with an X-Factor of 4 or higher panics and jumps to the ground. This 

character is not struck by heat blasts. 
 
A character with High Intelligence or Leadership (5 - 6) sees the panicked squad member 

and orders the squad to drop to the ground. No squad members are struck. 
 
Incoming heat blasts send damage equal to Team Defense to any characters still standing. 

Roll 1 dice and check the Damage Inflicted Chart for damage received by the squad. 
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Any character with Average Intelligence or above (3 or higher) can point to a small cave or 

hill partially in hidden in the brush. Once informed, the squad leader orders the squad to move 
into that cave. Now that the squad has good cover, a character with High Leadership (5 - 6) will 
increase the Team’s Defense rating to 6. 

 
Combat continues until the secondary squad arrives in the space adjacent to the ambush 

space. This is close enough for radio contact between the two squads to begin. 
 
“We are in fucking peril out here. We’re pinned down inside a strange looking hill. Hold 

on. Renk says we’re too heavily outnumbered. He wants you guys to divert the Roaches away 
from the hill, so that we can get the hell out of here and find a more defendable spot.” - 
Dempsey 

 
One member of the secondary squad must become the distraction. Choose a character to 

head into the forest by 1 movement space to draw the Roaches away. This character must have or 
get a flash grenade. It will take one more round of Combat before the character is in place to 
cause the distraction. If the secondary squad has no flash grenades remaining, 2 characters must 
cause the distraction. The character(s) causing the distraction will not survive. 

 
Recalculate Team Attributes for remaining members of the secondary squad. 
 
After the round of Combat, the distraction occurs and the startled Roaches scramble away 

from the strange hill. The secondary team moves in to join the primary team in the same space. 
Before they arrive, they encounter straggler Roaches that did not follow the rest. Roll 1 dice to 
find out how many stragglers are encountered. 

 
Dice roll: 1 - 3 = 1 Battle Roach, 4 - 6 = 2 Battle Roaches 
 
These Roaches are Fatigued or Wounded. Roll 1 dice for each Roach to find out what their 

Health is. 
 
Dice roll = Health, re-roll if the result is 6 
 
The secondary squad fires 1 volley against the straggler(s). The Roaches do not return fire. 

Because they have basically run into the secondary squad, the encounter becomes Hand To Hand 
or Melee Weapon combat if the Space Marines use their knives. These Roaches must be killed or 
else they will inform the rest of which direction the Space Marines are heading in. 

 
After Combat, distribute damage for primary and secondary squads. The squads can now 

join together in SOLO play, or team-up for MULTI CO-OP and GAME MASTER. Recalculate 
Team Attributes and continue toward the outpost together. 
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10. The Wehnteweisell 
 
The squad(s) continues southwest until it finds a safe resting place. It must rest 1 turn or risk 

its members becoming Fatigued. While the squad rests, the characters compare notes about the 
strange hills and the giant pineapple-shaped plants. By putting their heads together, the Space 
Marines come to suspect the gray pineapples might be sentient. The squad(s) diverts its march to 
the location of the last observed pineapple trees. 

 
Continue to the movement space marked Wehnteweisell. 
 
“Dempsey’s half potato. Let him talk to them.” - Dobson 
“Dempsey, go ahead and communicate with your people.” - Renquist 
 
When the squad(s) reaches the pineapple trees, its members attempt to communicate with 

them. Any character with an X-Factor rating will figure out how to speak to the pineapples after 
1 turn. If no character has an X-Factor over 0, communications will take 2 turns to begin. 

 
The pineapples call themselves the Wehnteweisell. They are sentient and speak through 

psychic means, and reveal to humans that they are an advanced, peaceful species. They are the 
caretakers of planet Lesenia and watch over flora and fauna. 

 
The Wehnteweisell reveal the existence of multiple Roach nest-ships on Lesenia. Each of 

these nest-ships can carry nearly 100 Roaches, including 70% that are Battle Roaches. The odds 
are stacked too great against the Space Marines. Further, the Wehnteweisell reveal that they, and 
not the Roaches, caused Tennard’s Unilink Transport to land in the wilderness and far from the 
invaded and overrun outpost. 

 
The Wehnteweisell are pacifists, but they and other flora and fauna suffer from lethal 

bacterial diseases brought in by the Roach invaders. For that reason, the beings are planning to 
wither under the next morning sun and cause their husks to burn a large portion of their planet. 
This is the only way they can get rid of the Roaches and their bacteria. With the arrival of the 
Space Marines, the Wehnteweisell are willing to help humans get rid of the invaders. 

 
The Wehnteweisell lead the squad(s) into a cave that is part of a small hill. This cave is 

revealed to be a teleportation device that leads to other parts of the planet. This is how the 
Roaches were traveling so fast, by forcing the Wehnteweisell to teleport them through the hills. 
The Wehnteweisell go on to teleport the Space Marines to the far side of the planet, far away 
from the Roaches. 

 
The Space Marines have six hours to rest before the Roaches are burned off the planet. They 

outline a plan of rescue once the Wehnteweisell give them a psychic layout of the outpost. The 
captured outpost personnel and several transports are in close proximity to a teleportation hill. A 
large number of Roaches are observed building defensive mud walls around the captured 
personnel, because they are also expecting a confrontation and rescue attempt. 
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The Wehnteweisell are natural, psychic healers. They heal all Wounds and remove all 
Fatigue from the Space Marines. The squad(s) rests until it is time for the assault and rescue 
operation to begin. 

 
“No grab-assin’, jarheads. Roll out your fart sacks and ree-tire! We are heading out to 

Fiddler’s Green tomorrow, and I want to be prim and proper when I get there.” - Renquist 
 
11. Rescue And Retreat 
 
The following morning, the Space Marines enter the teleport-hill. A Wehnteweisell sets the 

teleportation mechanism into operation and takes the Space Marines to the location of the 
outpost. When the teleporter entrance opens up, immediately the hill is fired upon by two Battle 
Roaches that were guarding the hill and nearby Unilink Transports. 

 
“It’s an ambush! Everybody down!” - Rubalcava 
 
It is not necessary to calculate Team Attributes for the two Battle Roaches. They were 

caught by surprise when the Space Marines arrived and are fighting independently. 
 
Roll two dice for damage from the heat blasts. The higher number will be the damage 

inflicted on the Wehnteweisell controlling the teleport-hill. A Wehnteweisell only has 3 Health. 
If the higher number does not kill it, take points from the lower number until 3 damage strikes 
the Wehnteweisell. Any remaining damage will go to a random Space Marine. 

 
The Battle Roaches take cover behind the Unilink Transports. They are too far away to 

establish a psychic link with their kind. 
 
SOLO - A squad of Space Marines breaks off from the group to eliminate the 2 Roaches. A 

Spaceman must be part of this squad because that person has to check the Unilink Transports for 
immediate operation. Other squads can begin moving around the teleport-hill to where the 
outpost is located. 

 
MULTI CO-OP, GAME MASTER - One player moves toward the transport to eliminate 

the 2 Roaches. This player’s squad must include a Spaceman, who will check the Unilink 
Transports for immediate operation. Other players can begin moving around the teleport-hill to 
where the outpost is located. 

 
Two actions are happening simultaneously. A small skirmish is taking place around the 

Unilink Transports. The main assault group is moving around the teleport-hill to attempt to save 
the outpost personnel and push back the Roaches. The Space Marines are under pressure because 
the Wehnteweisell will very soon wither and smolder into a great fire that will burn away the 
Roaches and everything else in its path. 
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12. Skirmish At The Transports 
 
Calculate Team Attributes for the squad attempting to kill 2 Battle Roaches and take 

command of the Unilink Transports. 
 
If a character with an X-Factor of 3 or more is part of this squad, the Space Marines use 

sniper fire to take the Roaches out with no casualties. 
 
Otherwise, for this first round the Space Marines are out in the open as they advance toward 

the transports. The 2 Battle Roaches have the Initiative and fire first. When the Space Marines 
return fire, only 50% of their damage goes through because the Roaches are behind cover. 

 
When the second round begins, both sides are behind cover and take only 50% damage. 
 
Because they are in a hurry, the Space Marines can use 2 flash grenades to finish off the 2 

Battle Roaches. If no flash grenades are available, they must leave cover and charge the Roaches, 
leaving themselves out in the open. Only when the Roaches are dead can the Spaceman safely 
enter the Unilink transports to see if the vehicles can still fly. 

 
“This one’s good, man! You can fly us out of here! Start this bitch up!” - Dempsey 
 
The Spaceman checks the transports. They are all damaged from flash grenades, plasma fire 

or Roach dismantling. Only one transport can travel on-planet. Fortunately, the Pulse Generator 
in the outpost is still functional. The Spaceman can draw energy from it and refill the transport’s 
low reserve. This will take 1 turn. 

 
Once the Unilink transports are secured and the energy is being pulled from the generator, 

the squad communicates with the main assault force and relays its progress. 
 
Distribute damage to the secondary squad. 
 
13. Assault On The Outpost 
 
“We are in the Galactic Suck of All Ages. So many of them are firing at us that we can’t 

budge but an inch a time.” - Brickwell 
 
The main assault group splits up and rounds the teleport-hill to attack from 3 points: to the 

left and right of the hill, and by climbing on top of the hill. Observers moving to the top of the 
hill can see the entire outpost and coordinate movements. 

 
Personal and research tents were searched through but remain fairly intact. Food containers 

have been ransacked. Specialized equipment has not been moved and appears functional, but it 
might be too far to reach. 

 
Thick vines have been roped together between three large trees. Hanging upside down from 

these vines are a dozen members of the Ex-Team. The captured humans have been stripped down 
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to their underwear and have a strange green hue on their skin. The Space Marines understand 
that the Roaches have placed the humans into hibernation, and their sleeping minds have been 
psychically probed for secrets. 

 
Worst of all, an entire Roach nest has taken over the outpost and its vicinity. It will not be 

possible to win this fight with so few Space Marines. The best result that can happen is that the 
Space Marines can rescue the captives and move away from danger. Go to Discovery and 
Danger Chart 2 to calculate how many Battle Roaches are present. Take the result and multiply it 
by FIVE to find the total. Specialists and Worker Roaches will retreat and stay out of the battle 
and not be a factor in this battle. 

 
A character with High Leadership (5 - 6) can place the Space Marines into position quickly 

and without being noticed. This gives the Space Marines the Initiative. They fire the first rifle 
volley at the unprepared Roaches and deliver 100% of their damage. If no character has High 
Leadership, the Space Marines do not have the Initiative. Roll for which side has Initiative and 
begin Combat 3: Firing Weapons as normal. 

 
The Space Marines have good cover and reduce incoming Damage by 50%. If a character 

with High Leadership is directing the attack, reduce Damage by another 25%. 
 
The Roaches are standing their ground because they know the outpost is valuable. After 

every round, the Space Marines must throw a flash grenade to keep the Roaches from surging 
forward. The battle continues until the secondary team reports that the Unilink Transports have 
been secured, but since they are damaged, there is no way to get off of planet Lesenia. 

 
Any character with above average Intelligence (4 - 6) can make the following suggestion. 

The secondary team is told to board the last functional Unilink Transport. The Spaceman will 
Pulse the vehicle next to the trees where the captives are hanging. Coordinates are given and the 
Unilink is given a flight path. 

 
Deliberately, the Unilink appears ten feet above the ground. The bright glow startles the 

Roaches. Before they can even move, the transport falls on top of several of them. Roll 1 dice to 
learn how many Roaches were crushed to death beneath the falling transport. Subtract this 
number from the total Battle Roach forces and recalculate opponent Team Attributes. 

 
The spectacle of the transport’s arrival causes the entire surviving Roach force to flee into 

the forest. Roll 1 dice to find out how long they’ll take to regroup. 
 
Dice result: 1 - 3 (Roaches stay back 1 round), 4 - 6 (Roaches stay back 2 rounds) 
 
Distribute damage to the primary squad during the break in combat. 
 
The secondary squad exits the Unilink Transport to rescue the captives. Roll 2 dice to find 

out how many captives are still alive. The survivors must be taken into the transport, but this will 
take time. These people are only semi-conscious and disconcerted, with 4 Health points each. 
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Number of survivors and duration to move them: 1 - 3 survivors will take 1 round to move 
into the transport, 4 - 6 will take 2 rounds, 7 - 9 will take 3 rounds, 10 - 12 will take 4 rounds 

 
When the Roaches return, they will attack the secondary team and the survivors first, 

because they’re closer and have no cover around them. The Space Marines will have to use 1 
flash grenade per round to keep the Roaches back. If no flash grenades remain, the Space 
Marines and / or the survivors will take battle damage. 

 
When battle damage is taken, roll 1 dice to find out who was hit. Odd means the Space 

Marines were hurt. Even means the survivors were hurt. Distribute damage once all Space 
Marines and survivors are safely inside the transport. 

 
In the next turn, the Unilink Transport travels to the far side of the teleport-hill, while the 

primary squad maintains firing positions. At that point, the Space Marines become aware of the 
fire set by the Wehnteweisell. The fire is approaching fast, but so are the Roaches. Everything in 
the path of the fire will burn, except for the heavy-duty frame of the transports, but any living 
beings inside the transports will boil to death. 

 
Finish this round of combat. 
 
Any character with above average Intelligence can make the following suggestion. A 

Spaceman is asked to Pulse the transport back to the outpost side of the hill. As fast as possible 
the surviving members of the Ex-Team are taken out of the transport, before the Spaceman 
Pulses the vehicle in place. This takes 1 turn. 

 
The primary squad engages in 1 round of combat. 
 
One Space Marine volunteers to stay behind. He or she will either detonate a flash grenade 

next to the transport’s energy reserve, or shoot the reserve with a plasma rifle. Either action will 
cause the energy reserve to explode. Remaining Space Marines are ordered to fall back inside the 
teleport-hill, despite that the chances of survival are low. 

 
The main assault force retreats at a Fast Pace. In 1 turn, the Unilink Transport explodes. 

Roll 2D6 for damage done to Roach forces and recalculate opponent Team Attributes. Retreating 
Space Marines that are still outside the teleport-hill get 1 radiation and shrapnel damage to their 
Health per character, plus they are knocked to the ground and dazed. 

 
After 1 turn, they stand and stagger towards the mouth of the teleport-hill. Members of the 

secondary squad can exit at a Fast Pace to help get the dazed Space Marines into the hill. 
 
Roaches quickly encroach to either side of the hill entrance, frequently firing heat blasts. 

The Space Marines have good cover. They can keep the Roaches back by throwing out one flash 
grenade per round. If the Space Marines have no more flash grenades, they will exchange fire 
with the Roaches. Space Marines receive only 25% of damage taken while they remain behind 
cover. 
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The fighting continues for 2 rounds. 
 
After this, the Space Marines and the Roaches focus on how fast the wildfire is approaching 

their positions. The Roaches flee away from the fire and into the forest immediately. Distribute 
battle damage among the Space Marines. 

 
The character with the highest X-Factor has the sudden notion to run out and toward the 

Unilink Transports. This character is able to grab 2 items before the proximity of the fire forces 
this person to return to the hill. 

 
Roll 2 dice to discover what 2 items the character brought back. If the roll results are in the 

same range, re-roll 1 dice to avoid retrieving duplicate items. (If the character is a Spaceman, he 
automatically grabs the first two items in the list.) 

 
Item for dice roll 1 - 2: A case of LRR radio parts. 
Item for dice roll 3 - 4: A full medical specialist backpack 
Item for dice roll 5 - 6: a satchel full of charts and survey equipment 
 
The fire is coming up on the remaining transports. Soon, it will melt through the energy 

reactors and cause the transports to explode. Heat and smoke are already affecting the characters 
inside the hill. Matters quickly worsen. Characters begin choking on smoke and sweating 
profusely. Their bodies dry up quickly. Clothes begin to combust spontaneously. 

 
A character with above average Intelligence (4 - 6) figures out that it might be possible to 

shut the hill’s entrance. This character encourages everyone to ‘think’ the entrance closed. This 
will work only if one of the characters has an X-Factor rating. The hill’s entrance closes shut just 
before the fire begins lapping its way inside. 

 
The reactors on the Unilink Transports explode. If the cave entrance is still open, the 

explosions and the fire are lethal. The heat is severe enough that the circuitry controlling the 
teleport-hill is melted and destroyed. The Space Marines are unable to ‘think’ their way out. 
They are mortally trapped in darkness and smoke and perish. 

 
If a full medical specialist backpack is available, it contains ABC-Vac devices (Anti-

Biological and Chemical Vacuums) that can purify the air for a time. If not, one-third of the 
outpost personnel and one-third of the Space Marines will not make it. Roll dice to remove 
characters until one-third are eliminated. 

 
The fire didn’t only melt the machinery inside the hill, but it hardened the hill itself. It will 

take the Space Marines 2 days to dig themselves out. For each day that passes, reduce the Health 
of every character by 1 due to high Fatigue and Wounds. 

 
At the end of 2 days, the characters break through and are able to crawl outside. The sky is 

ashy but breathable. If an LRR radio can be built, the Space Marines use it to send an urgent 
message to Space Corps. If there is no LRR radio, all characters have their Health reduced by 1 
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point for every day, while they wait for help to arrive. Each turn equals one day. Keep rolling 1 
dice per turn until a 5 or 6 is rolled. 

 
Finally, after a roll of 5 or 6, a Unilink Transport Pulses onto the landing area near the 

outpost. A squad of fresh Space Marines steps out to rescue the survivors. 
 
XX. You Have Survived! 
 
In this adventure, surviving until the end means you have won the game. Keep a record of 

which characters survived. There will be rewards for having gotten this far. 
 
If you’ve won this adventure once, the reward is for the next time you play. If you have a 

disastrous dice roll during the next game, you are allowed to re-roll 1 dice roll. This can only 
happen once per game, so be sure you don’t use this option unless it is absolutely necessary! 

 
If you’ve won this adventure twice, the reward is for the next time you play. This time, you 

must play the game with all of the difficult options. That means less flash grenades, more of the 
enemy, etc. Whenever you round up, such as in Team Attributes, you must round down instead. 
You can re-roll the dice two times in this game. Make them count! 

 
If you’ve won this adventure three times, go through your list of characters that have 

survived in your three wins. Make a new list of characters that have survived all three times. 
Choose your favorite character from that list and grant them 1 point to any Attribute you choose, 
without going over the maximum cap of 6. 

 
Also, another option is that any characters that have been victorious in three games are 

eligible to step into the dreaded vortex of all Time and Space known as the Chaos Rift! These 
three-peaters can be part of the next exciting adventure of the Chaos Rift Role-Playing Game! 

 
Be sure to stop by the author’s website at Raymond Towers Dot Com, under the Home / 

Chaos Rift RPG page, to find out when new adventures will be released. 
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